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anthropology, linguistics . . .
We enjoyed your enjoyment
of kangaroos
and Indian costume
and strange sounding music.





Thank you for your
integrity
and gentle spirit.









and a sense of wonder
and curiosity.
We enjoyed your enjoyment






and the mod ern world.
Thank you for your
heartfelt loyalty
to F.W.B.C.
















preparing to serve as
qualified leaders in




faculty, staff, and stu-
dents, we are bonded
together through our
mutual commitment
to Christ and our re-
lationship to each























MENT is one in
which we learn to hve










PURPOSE: Fort Wayne Bible College is a bridge to
ministry.
PEOPLE: We are bonded together as a caring commu-
nity of maturing Christians.
PROCESS: We come together in a learning-living en-
vironment to explore, integrate, and apply
truth concentrated in Biblical studies and
inherent in general and professional stud-
ies.
PRODUCT: We go out as committed, concerned,
competent servant-leaders of Jesus
Christ to minister through His Church









by Sherri Davis by Sherri Davis
FAR-LEFT: Back on his
feet and heaUng stead-
ily, Dr. Bostrom togeth-
er with Naomi tells of
God's grace. LEFT: A







his new tie. BOTTOM-
LEFT: Happy 39th!
BOTTOM-RIGHT:
39th? We'll eat cake to
that!
by Dan Lambert
by Gregory Sowles by Gregory Sowles
Dr. Bostrom has come a long way since his unex-
pected by-pass surgery of September 2. After some
difficult setbacks, when life hung in the balance, he
progressed sufficiently to be released from the hos-
pital on September 27. Part of his recovery time was
a two-week stay in Florida to help him get the
enforced rest he needed away from the work he was
eager to get back to. Throughout that difficult fall
semester the Bostroms tell of receiving encourage-
ment in many and varied forms from the college
community. Dr. Bostrom expressed his feelings in
this quote in Pulse Lifelines: "My heartfelt thank
you goes out to all who sent cards, provided meals
to ease the strain on Naomi, sent flowers, and faith-
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TOP: RIGHT: Dr. Fred Van Dyke, his wife Linda, and their two
daughters Rachel and Liel take in an evening of music and pizza.
TOP LEFT: Rev. Roger Ringenberg serves his daughter, Jody. MID-
DLE: Prof. Judy Green at the board again. BOTTOM LEFT: Rev.
Doug Barcalow, his wife Pam, and children Melissa, Matthew, and
Micah take time out for picnic fun. RIGHT: Prof. James Saddington
teaches with enthusiasm.
STAFF
by Gregory Sowles by Gregory Sowle^
RIGHT: Lori Wyatt covers the role of Business Office
Secretary with the efficiency her position requires.
BELOW-MIDDLE: Karen McKenna obviously enjoys her
new role as Enrollment Admissions Counselor — it gives
her a chance to monkey' around and enjoy the challenges
which come with the position. At the left Curt Richards,
Director of Enrollment, oversees the whole activity.
BOTTOM: Beth Louks expresses a smile of surprise; a
familiar trait of Faculty Services Secretary.
by Eunice Conrad
Other new staff receiving a
welcome of greetings to the
'83-'84 year are David
Bingham, Barb Boyer, Joy
Pugsley, Jyl Norr, Cindy




TOP: Dawn Kale, with Pam Evers (right), enters
into the happy occasion of a visit from Mom
and brother. CIRCLE: Kim Updegrove and fa-
ther enjoy the soccer game, even in the rain.
MIDDLE: Kenny Dickson's grandparents and
uncle (in the middle) came from Chicago for the
day. LEFT BOTTOM: Dave Bingham, R.D.,
draws attention to a room display in a wing of
Schultz which used a Hawaiian motif. RIGHT
BOTTOM: Diane Ridley (D.J.) and her mother.
photo by Tommy Logar
photo by Tommy Logan
CAREER
photo by Marie Morris
Mr. Hagstrom's address on Career Day
emphasized the "person approach." We
were to pinpoint our capabiHties, interests,
and desires/aspirations and match them
up. Every job has its "reds" he said. Reds
represent those things we don't enjoy do-
ing. A job has to have enough "greens,"
those things we do enjoy doing, to be ful-
fiUing. Some of his advice was that we
should rely on God, not on our own deci-
sion, and be aware that doubts will always
set in. But not to be alarmed, for if we were
certain, we'd start not trusting. Get five
people to pray regularly for you, he said.
DAY
TOP LEFT: Gary Carlyle takes advantage of the
opportunity to gather information about se-
minaries. TOP RIGHT: The stop hght is a re-
minder of Dr. Hagstrom's message. Green
lights are the things we enjoy doing and have
had successes in. FAR LEFT: Jennie Boehm,
with group composed of RoUie Mains, Kevin
Sowers, Pat Black, and Ted Wilson, put togeth-
er a musical package. MIDDLE: Students had
opportunity to become acquainted with 34
church and church-related organizations that
could hold a key to their futures. LOWER MID-
DLE: Polly Spate and Dave Byall chat with
Richard Hagstrom, Career-Day (and Spiritual-
Emphasis-Day) speaker.













ROW 1: Coach Denny Wil-
liams, Terri Marlowe, Ramon
Demond, Raymond Hylton,
Donovan Coley, Steve Gag-
non, Tony Miller, Steve Stu-
art. ROW 2: Mark Brinkman,
Mike Badgerow, Jim Dunlap,
Joe Butora, Joe Updegrove,
Mike Cadrette, Kurt Schip-
pers. ROW 3: Jason, Mark
Vincent, John Hughes, Jeff
Burger, Graham West, Pepe










TOP: Falcons ranked number 3 in NCCAA District III. Our record
stands at 12 wins and 5 losses. MIDDLE LEFT: Graham West broke
many records this year; among them is most points in one game —
four! And most points in a season — 30 goals with 11 assists!
Graham was surely an asset to the team. MIDDLE RIGHT: Joe
















St. Joseph's College 1
Grace Bible College 1
Concordia Lutheran College 1
Grand Rapids School of 2
Bible and Music
Lincoln Christian College
Moody Bible Institute ,^^ 2
Grace Bible Colleget p 5
Grace Bible College
CircLeville Bible College 1
Marion College , •"* 3
Huntington College 1
Grand Rapids School of
Bible and Music
Circleville 5




UPPER LEFT: Team captains Jeff
Burger and John Hughes always
had encouraging words to say.
They really held the team togeth-
er. UPPER RIGHT: At Bethel
tournaments you can see the in-
tensity in the faces of the people
on the bench. MIDDLE LEFT:
Ray Hylton towers over the oppo-
nents as he goes for a headball.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Mike Cadrette
goes in for a score. LOWER LEFT;
"Coach Denny Williams was
quite an influence and example
for me." (team quote) LOWER
RIGHT: Jeff Burger giving his all
as he did throughout the season.
"Personally, my own
coaching record passed
the 50 mark this year
with soccer-coaching re-
cord of 29 wins and 25
losses and three ties. It
has been my privilege to
work with the Falcons
over the past four years.
It is extremely reward-
ing to see the growth
and improvement that































UPPER LEFT: Falcon Cheerleaders
froze on Parents' Day as they bright-
ened the rainy day. UPPER RIGHT:
Coach plans the strategy for second
half. UPPER MIDDLE: Pepe Castillo
was the second leading scorer on the
team with 12 goals and. 8 assists.
LOWER MIDDLE: Mike Cadrette led
the team in the warm-up chant to get
the team psyched up for the game.
LOWER LEFT: Steve Stuart gets
ready for the game. LOWER RIGHT:
Trying to figure out how to keep one
eye on the field and the other on the
book is Terri Marlowe.
By Marie Morris By Tina Throesch
Coach's Corner
"Once again, as the
coach of the Falcons,
there is nothing that
makes me prouder than
to see the men play in




game, I had a player ap-
proach me from the oth-
er team who said that in
all of his years of play-
ing soccer, never had he
played with, or against,
a team who he felt repre-
sented Christ more ac-
curately than the play-
ers of the 1983 Fort
Wayne Bible College
soccer team. No greater
compliment has ever





By Timm Cohea By Tina Throesch
CHARACTER
SOCCER
Middle by Tina Throesch By Tina Throesch
UPPER: "A note of sadness at the end of the year was
the severe injury which John Hughes sustained during
the last thirty minutes of the final game against Grand
Rapids Baptist. The nature of the injury required knee
surgery and will involve months of rehabilitation for
John. It is the exact same injury that was sustained by
Jimmy Hughes, John's brother, which eliminated him
from participation in the 1983 soccer season. LOWER
MIDDLE: Donovan Coley one of our Jamaican play-
By Tina Throesch
ers, will also be leaving the soccer team. Donovan was
an asset to our team as he showed us how they play
soccer in Jamaica. LOWER LEFT: Tony Miller will be
missed as he graduates. Tony injured his knee during
the soccer season. LOWER RIGHT: Darryl Brown,
another graduating senior, will be missed next year.
Darryl has commited many an hour of his life to










photo by Kevin Schwartz
"This season held some very exciting
moments for the volleyball team. The
schedule was tougher this year; yet we post-
ed a winning record of 12-5, having lost to
schools such as Huntington, Bethel, Mar-
ion and Concordia — but we did defeat
Bethel once and Concordia once.
"Next year's schedule promises to be
similar and we look forward to it with great
anticipation, especially since all the ladies
on this year's squad are eligible to play next
year. Anyone who has yet to see the Falcon
Volleyball Team play are the ones missing
out." Coach Deb Rupp
Special Awards:
Most Valuable Player: Betty Rychener
Most Improved Player: Michelle Unruh
Best Service Percentage: Betty Rychener
Mental Attitude Award: Pamela Postel
Outstanding Setter: Janna Schlatter
UPPER RIGHT: Betty Rychener serves an ace.
LOWER LEFT: Michelle Unruh returns the ball.
LOWER RIGHT: Team spirit from Janna, Betty, Lori
and Ruth,
photo by Deb Rupp photo below by Tina Throesch
SERVE WINNING SEASON
SCORES
FWBC 3 FWBC 3
Alumni GRSBM 1
FWBC 2 FWBC 1
Concordia Concordia 3
FWBC 2 FWBC 2
Bluffton jv Bethel
FWBC 1 FWBC 2




Grace Bible 1 Grace Bible
FWBC 3 FWBC 2
Cincinnati 1 Earlham 1
FWBC 3 FWBC 2
Tri-State Tri-State
FWBC 1 FWBC
Huntington 3 Marion 3
Match Record: 12-5
Games Record: 31-18
UPPER LEFT: (Back Row)
Coach Deb Rupp, Pamela Pos-
tal, Betty Rychener, Ruth Fer-
rier. Shelly Patterson; (Middle
Row) Mgr. Sharon Gerig, Mi-
chelle Unruh, Lori Hebert,
Joan Ronde, Janna Schlatter;
(Front Row) Cindy Sauder, Juli
Larnard, Mgr. Ruthanne Lay,
Kay Studebaker.
UPPER RIGHT: Joan and
Ruth block the ball. LOWER
LEFT: Julie delivers a perfect
set over the net. MIDDLE
RIGHT: Kay Studebaker prac-
tices her service technique.
LOWER RIGHT: Cindy re-
turns the ball as Juli backs her
up.
photos left by D. Rupp and J. Yoder
FOOTBALL
by Greg Sowles
TOP LEFT: Rob Lucas seeks an opening. TOP
RIGHT: With a tip-off the students take on the
faculty. MIDDLE: Joe Butora goes for a free-
throw to put the pressure on the faculty.
ABOVE: Louis Bennett goes for the ball at the
snap. RIGHT: Prof. Doug Barcalow tries to pro-
tect his flag as Rev. Biberstein cornes to his
rescue.
BASKETBALL
TOP: Rev. Biberstein charges Dave
Rollins in an attempt to even the
score. ABOVE: Ed Weske slams one,
but gets a strong block from Tim
Taylor and RoUin Mains as Louis
Bennett looks on. LEFT: Scott Stom-
baugh puts it home with Scott
Liechty and Kevin Abbott going into
motion. BOTTOM: Men's Volleyball
Club, Left to Right, Top Row — Rol-
lin Mains, Scott Stombaugh, Bobby
Vale, Janna Schlatter, Jim Beard,
Scott Liechty, Dann
Zehr, Ed Weske, 2nd








and indoor soccer with
the girls. With it being
a heavy year of new
strains and the push to-
ward accreditation add-
ing to the load, the re-
lease of tensions
through athletics was
one way of balancing
the scales.
All photos by Greg Sowles ^^ 23
LET'S PIG OUT • •
photo by Kevin Schwartz
TOP: The host of the roast held up with
pride. MIDDLE RIGHT: Boy, that water-
melon sure looks good — watch your finger,
Darryl. MIDDLE LEFT: Rich Andrews and
Pat Black provide live music with a message.




photo by Tommy Logan
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The Pig Roast sponsored
by Schultz Hall involved
each SA's wing with each
wing picking up a part of
the event to get the fun
rolling.
Student and community
participation made the Pig
Roast a tasteful event. The
Burkey brothers' contribu-
tions made this communi-
ty outreach a successful
undertaking. Pat Black and
Rich Andrew's musical ad-
ditions were great for the
spirit.
Jon Burkey felt there
needed to be one more
porker so they could really
pig out.
TOP: Relaxation, good
food, and great fellow-
ship. LEFT: Peter Bur-
key, Dan Lambert, Ke-
vin Abbot, Dave Bur-
key, Jon Burkey, and
Dana Collins wait in
expectation of the first
cut. OVAL: Tom Lich-
tenberger, publicity
chairman.










TOP: They told me it was going to be easy.
MIDDLE: There's nothing like brotherly
love.
BOTTOM LEFT: Put your John Henry here,
Minnie.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Quiet study is a must!
/aV
26 ®f^
Life in the dorms might be de-
scribed by the various actions and
activities portrayed on these
pages. The flavor of the dorm can
be tasted in the constant studying
and in the brother-sister wing re-
lationships. The dorm is a place
where late nights become part of
the learning process. It is a place
of sharing one's life experience
and growing together in Christian
love. Dorm life remains a distinc-
tive quality which aids in shaping
each individual's perspective of
God's calling in his or her life. In
this process, the brother and sis-
ter wings like to "let their hair
down" in activities to break the
seriousness that can sometimes
plague the Bible College student
and to reinforce the unity of the
body of Christ. The effort is al-
ways to maintain a healthy bal-
ance between the seriousness of




TOP: "You're such a cutie." (The piglet was encountered on a brother-sister
wing outing.) MIDDLE: Last minute beauty touches are important and the
consultant is showing the girls how. BOTTOM LEFT: Richard Tolson
gives karate instructions to Joy and the rest of the girls. BOTTOM RIGHT:
More Pizza!






Holloway, and Dean Van
Horn harmonize for the Sin-
gles' chapel presentation in
November. FAR RIGHT:
Randy McCafferty and Tru-
dy Holloway find cookies
and hot chocolate very wel-
come after the bone-chilling
job of collecting canned
goods.
photo by Greg Sowles
Off-Campus Singles began the fall semester with a dinner party at Duff's, and
then returned to campus for a communion service. Luncheon meetings every other
Wednesday have brought the group together for prayer. In December the group
invited the entire school to co-operate in a Christmas Food-Drive in cooperation
with the churches of Fort Wayne. Thirty-eight students responded and a total of
1900 cans of food was collected and turned over to the Fort Wayne Food Bank for
distribution. The fall semester officers under the presidency of Mark Gammon are
to be commended for their initiative and follow-through. The strong interest
shown by the group is a hopeful sign that this kind of fellowship for off-campus
students will flourish here.
photo by E. Conrad
II
photo by Tommy Logan
ABOVE: Jose Castillo, Trudy Holloway, Suzanne Aden, Dean Van Horn,
Eileen McCormick, and Greg Hubbart gather at a Wednesday brown-gab
luncheon.
BELOW: Kathy with little Phil at her elbow makes a decision. Young Chad Fittro studies the situation.
FAMILY
AFFAIRS
Marrieds find getting together once a
month to be a nice family affair. One
month is for an activity the children can
participate in and the next month is just
for mom and dad. Carry-in dinners are
always popular whether in the park or in
Founders.
John Taylor, pastoral ministries ma-
jor, has been the guiding arm of this
year's fellowship.
ABOVE: John Taylor, Ilia, and daughter Mi-
chelle at a September picnic on a warm Sat-
urday afternoon in Foster park.
Photos by E. Conrad
MIDDLE: Terry Fittro and son Joshua share a mo-
ment of indecision. BOTTOM: David Maxwell and
son share a decision made.
MIDDLE: Steve Nelson enjoys holding the bag
for Little Phil. BOTTOM: Maria Bettinger en-




Darlene Bittner: Hogue Scholarship
Pat Black: Ira Gerig Scholarship
Laurel Schafer: Friends of FWBC
Rita Whaley: Jewel Ache Scholarship
Brian Allison: Friends of FWBC
Jay Lininger: Friends of FWBC
Darryl Brown: Hirschy Scholarship
Deb Durkes: Friends of FWBC
Carolyn Bortz: Mary Haller Scholarship
Cindy Nantz: Philip Scholarship
Scott Liechty: Friends of FWBC
Mark Brinkman: Roy Meyer Scholarship
Jeff Burger: Friends of FWBC
•• " ?
Shawn Fingerle: Friends of FWBC
Dennis and Monica Collins:
The Ramseyer Scholarship
Colin Rajaonanivony: Poorman Scholarship
Maria Bettinger: Kenton Gerig Scholarship
Cindy Jo Sauder: Friends of FWBC
Karen Ummel: Friends of FWBC
Ann Harris: Friends of FWBC




















Offensive Player of the Year: Graham West
Defensive Player of the Year: John Hughes
Most Improved Player: Kurt Schippers
Most Valuable Player: John Hughes
NCCAA AWARDS:
2nd Team All-District: John Hughes, Jeff Burger
1st Team All-District: Ray Hylton, Graham West
Honorable Mention All American: Ray Hylton




















Best Service Percentage: B. Rychener
Mental Attitude Award: Pam Postel
Most Improved Award: Michelle Unruh
















RIGHT: Ron Fahl, missionary
to Brazil, is greeted by Karen
Ummel al-ter his inspiring
chapel message.
Ron Fahl, church planter in the Amazon area, was para-
lyzed in a Honda accident in October of '82. He told the
student body that the presence of suffering should not be
troublesome since Jesus said, "Take the part of a good
soldier in suffering." He spoke of two great "museums" in
the spiritual world: one contains evidence of those "who
through faith subdued kingdoms" and the other (equally as
great) is for those who were destitute, afflicted, martyred,
and lived and died in seeming defeat.
His message was a memorable one, vibrant with victory,
as he spoke of now returning to Brazil in spite of the
wheelchair. The Overseas Board of the Missionary Church
was unanimous in its decision to support his return.
32
ABOVE; Rick Hawks, pastor of Blackhawk Baptist Church, speaks with Gre
Shultz after delivering a message from I Cor. 9 on running the race fc
excellence. "Today everyone wants the product without going through t\
process."
How shall we sing the Lord's
song
in a strange land?
Psalm 137:4
LEFT: David Mains, Pastors'
Day speaker, gave some histo-
ry of revival in the church. He
pleaded for the convicting
power of prayer to bring reviv-
al to the church again. The
group sang "By the rivers of
Babylon, there we sat down,
yea, we wept, when we re-
membered Zion."
Praise Chapels, Spiritual Emphasis Days, Music Chapels, Mis-
sions Emphasis, Contemporary Issues Series, Olan Hendrix, Rick
Hawks, Phil Paino, Dave DeSelm, Don Kinser, Positive Side, HIS
Company, Leonard DeWitt, and many guests. And they our own
faculty and staff: Roger Ringenberg, Doug Barcalow, Fred Van
Dyke, Curt Richards, Howard Dunlap, Judy Green, Jay Platte, Daryl
Cartmel, Jim Saddington, Denny Williams, Ron Scharfe, Alice Joy
Weddle, Arlan Birkey, Richard Dugan, etc. And students delivered
great sermons: Jeff Gerig, Bill Lepley, Bob Herman, and Richard
Fidler. Then there is the carefully prepared special music too numer-
ous to list but very special.
photos by E. Conrad
LEFT: Jeff Gerig delivers the first student sermon
of the fall semester. ABOVE: Marlene Everson's








all photos by Tina Throescl
Cafe de Back Yard was a memorable social
occasion in freshman orientation week. The cider
and munchies served by candle light, with live
music, set the mood for meeting new friends.
The all-school picnic (in cooperation with
Saga) was one of those rare pressure-less occa-
sions: the excitement of being back into studies
with the due dates still a long way off.
The popular Nearly Wed Game, hosted by
Dave Gruber who challenged the wits of four
soon-to-be wed couples, packed out The Hollow.
In October about 200, dressed in costumes
ranging from faucets to unidentifiables, crowded
onto the floor of Roller Dome South for the cos-
tume skate. Monthly roller-skating still remains
one of the most anticipated activities.
A harvest celebration in Lexington gave oppor-
tunity for an evening of song and refreshment,
and an unusual pumpkin-carving contest.
TOP LEFT; The Labor Day all-school
picnic was on a pleasant but cloudy
afternoon. Jim and Deb chat a while.
TOP RIGHT: Brian Allison and
Dann Zehr get ready for the moment
of creation. MIDDLE: A spirited
game of rock-scissors-paper. BOT-
TOM: Kim Chupp, Ron Williams
and Mr. and Mrs. Chris Givler enjoy
an S.G. sponsored skate.
*#^34












photos by E. Conrad
In the hectic week before first se-
mester finals, Honeytree's songs were
gentle like rain on our dry places, a
reminder that though we'd been wor-
ried about grades and finances and a
host of other things, God's Spirit was
very near. Again we rejoiced in our










Joy Hawkins, soprano soloist,
is a senior majoring in Music
Education. She has a B.A. in Sa-
cred Music from Central Bible
College, where she was director
of outreach ministries. She has
sung in both radio and TV pro-
grams. Presently she is Director
of Youth Music in her church.
Cathy Smidtz, contralto solo-
ist, is a junior majoring in Social
Work and minoring in Christian
Counseling. She has been in
Chorale two years; a member of
touring group. Freedom Song;
and has participated in musical
productions, "Pirates of Pen-
zance" and "Martyr's Mirror."
photos by E. Conrad
The big Saturday afternoon rehearsal.
IN ''MESSIAH''
BELOW: Mike Badgerow, tenor
soloist, is a junior majoring in
Music Education. He has had
parts in summer theater before
coming to BC. He toured with
HIS Company and had roles in
"Martyr's Mirror" and "Pirates
of Penzance" (the Major-Gener-
al). He was narrator/soloist for
"God Has Always Had A Peo-
. pie."
ABOVE: David McDaniel, the
guest bass soloist, is a native of
Woodburn. He has worked with
the Butler Opera Workshop and
the Indianapolis Opera Com-
pany, and is a founding member
of the Indianapolis Singers The-
atre. Recently he toured Europe
as a soloist with "The Sounds of
Hope."
A hush fell as the Sunday after-
noon audience arrived in Founders
Hall, leaving behind the cold, wet
weather of a December day. The
familiar strains of the Overture to
Handel's great piece began, played
by a fifteen piece orchestra com-
posed of a mix of musicians from
the Philharmonic and fromthe Col-
lege.
Dr. Wes again played that very
difficult part in Part III that he
plays so well, "The trumpet shall
sound."
The chorus was made up of
about fifty Choral Union members
and about twenty others from the
faculty and area churches.
Dr. Jay Platte, conductor









Harvester Avenue Missionary Cliurch
3331 Harvester Ave., & Fleetwood
Fort Wayne, IN Phone 424-5533
Dr. Wesley L. Gerig, Senior Pastor
Rev. Max D. Wanner, Associate Pastor
Rev. Oscar Eicher, Visitation Pastor
Rev. J. Klopfenstein, Visitation Pastor
Randy Nigh, Youth Director
Ministering to God's People . . . We want to be your Church
South Mamilton, Massachusetts 01982
First
Missionary Church
The Place to Worship-Learn-Share-Serve
Rev. J. Mark Klinepeter 744-6164
Sunday 9:00 a.m. & 10:20 a.m.Weekly: Home Bible Studies - Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
Children's Music & Awana - Youth Studies &
Music
Evangelism Explosion Outreach
Women's ana Men's Studies - Wed. - Sat.
New Christian Discipleship
Nursery Provided For All Sunday Services
701 W. Rudisill Blvd.
Services Morning Worship
Sun. Sch. -All Ages
6 p.m. Eve. Inspiration
FIRST MENNONITE CHURCH
1213 ST. MARYS AVENUE
FORT WAYNE, IN PH.
Rev. Howard E. Dunlap, Sr. Pastor
Rev. William Raines, Asst. Pastor
Mr. Mark Vincent, Youth Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Worship Service 10:30 a.m.
Evening Service 6:00 p.m.























TOP: These never-ending days of walking from
chapel in the snow. MID LEFT: John Richard-
son likes the snow. He gets to shovel sidewalks
(and make money.) MID RIGHT: "I want to go
snowmobiling but I have to shovel all this snow
out from the front of my car first," groans Ke-
vin Abbott. MID BOTTOM: What does one do
with so much snow? Have snowball fights!
Oops! BOTTOM: A perishable art: the writing
of secret messages in the snow.













by E. Conrad by Ocleva Atwood
TOP LEFT: "Can't see with all this snow on the
car, " says John Mabe. TOP RIGHT: The way-
below-zero weather brought frustration to car
owners. Brad considers the internal problems of
his. MID LEFT: When Bethany's heat went out,
Susie Yoder and Lisa Frauhiger decided they
would keep warm by putting two couches to-
gether. MID BOTTOM: The walk to classes
was even longer for the "banded " ones after the
chapel on prejudice. MID RIGHT: Snowballs
are a real temptation. "You wouldn't really
throw that snowball at me would you, Darryl?
BOTTOM: The snow removal crew was often






TOP LEFT: Ruth Silvers uses
Oscar, the computer terminal,
for cataloging. TOP LEFT:
Doris Grimes, Assistant Di-
rector, gives much help with
reference materials. TOP
RIGHT: Wava Bueschlen, Di-
rector of the Library. MID-
LEFT: Arlene Schlatter, library
secretary, takes her turn at the
circulation desk. BOTTOM
LEFT: Nancy Hodges, student
worker, helps keep the catalog
up to date. BOTTOM RIGHT:







TOP: A sunny day. MID-
LEFT: Rose Ann Nickel, IMC-
Coordinator. MID-RIGHT:
Angle Binkley, Mike Moeller-
ing, and Pam Postel. BOT-
TOM LEFT: Steve Brown gets
a little help in the computer
lab from instructor, Charles
Belknap. BOTTOM RIGHT:
Maria Bettinger, student









Why should you be interested in
these lectures on music? Because all of
you are in church music — you sing.
The worship service is a rehearsal,
the performance of which is always
coming off in life.
We teach more doctrine with our
hymns than with our sermons. Look at Isaiah 6:1-8, the record of
one man's worship. It is like a drama
filled with images and responses, and
notice that God is the central figure —
not the worshipper. Worship is dialog
and sacrifice and practice in becoming
in spirit and thought the people we
ought to be.
Church music is evaluated by other
rules than the ones used to evaluate
music with a capital M. The impor-
tant question in judging church music
is whether or not it serves the pur-
poses of God within the culture.
Music is not the lollipop you get for
injesting the strong meat of the ser-
mon.
Sometimes look at
a hymn and ask your-
self what it says. The
tune usually distracts
from the words. We
don't really see the
hymn as a poem. If
you really want to
know a hymn as an
idea get a book with
only the words of the
hymn.
Is there danger in responding with
the emotions? Not if it is strong emo-
tion. But too much evangelical re-
sponse to music is sentimental, not
coming from a full-orbed worship ex-
pereince. Often it is not the song itself
that is sentimental but the singer's
reasons for singing. Ordinary music
may become the vehical of God's
grace.
Clapping during the music is much
better than after the music.
Hustad humor: "How dare
you disturb me now," said
the dead composer; "I am
decomposing."




Did we in our own strength confide.
Our striving would be losing.
Were not the right Man on our side.
The Man of God's own choosing.
Dost ask who that may be? Christ Jesus, it is He;
Lord Saboath His name. From age to age the same.






Often after special chapel speakers, time
is reserved for questions which usually are
asked at the mikes placed in the aisles. Of-
ten discussions continue in classes which
the special speakers are asked to address.
Pete Peterson gave a brief outline in
chapel of the scriptural references to occul-
tism and illustrated with examples from his
experience as a TEAM missionary in
France.
Dr. David Scholer was invited to speak
for a Spiritual Emphasis Day on the topic
"The Role and Status of Women in the New
Testament." He gave much cultural and
historical background before discussing the
key controversial texts. The question and
response sessions were long and lively.
TOP RIGHT: Randy McCafferty
asks his question in an afternoon
session with Dr. Scholer. MID-
DLE: Randy McCafferty, Larry
HoUis and Tim Hodge continue
the discussion with guest lecturer
Pete Peterson after a psychology
class. BOTTOM: Jeff Pepple and
Bob Batson pursue the subject
with Dr. Scholer even at the end
of the fourth and final session.
photos by E. Conrac
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PREJUDICE HURTS
Beginning with a prejudiced (but hunnorous) discussion
by the committee (Mayers, Green, and Barcalow) of why no
other facuhy members were quaUfied to work with them,
they led us through a forty-eight hour experiment in preju-
dice. In addition to being "banded," we were denied certain
privileges, forced to sit in specified areas, and mocked by
our classmates. Through this we were given an opportunity
to sense what it is like to be discriminated against, and,
hopefully, we gained some empathy for those who face
these situations everyday.
In the picture on the left Gary Burdick removes his band
at the end of the experiment and takes a moment to consider
the effect of that senseless divider of people.
"Operation Prejudice" was one unit in the series on con-
temporary issues. The others this year were on materialism
and stewardship (How Much Is Enough?), on Marxism, and
on the role of women in the Church.
Mb5loM TV BBaJDe: !{s
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MIDDLE: The perpetrators of
"Operation Prejudice," Profes-
sors Barcalow, Mayers, and
Green. ABOVE: Chris
Brown's hbrary mini-poster
— a true mission major's re-
sponse.
What's on your left arm? Tim and Kathy, remember "as in all situations where prejudice















Sauder, Lori Wilka, Ka-
ren Weiss, Kelli Arnn-
strong, Kim Chupp,
Betty Rychener, Coach





has the defense on their
guard. LOWER LEFT:
Lori Hebert with a fast
break. LOWER







November 7 to March 9 — four months that
seemed very long and yet, at the sa;me time, very
short. They were definitely very full and exciting
months:
In those four months we saw . . .
— ourselves building as a team
— an abundance of injuries
— two overtime games
— close losses and close wins
— ourselves learning to glorify the Lord in
winning and losing.
38 Grace Bible College 56
61 Cincinnati Bible 59
40 Lincoln Christian 76
50 Moody 60
72 GRSIM 43
54 Kentucky Christian 80
56 Cincinnati Bible 46
57 Concordia v|81
58 Great Lakes Bible ^73
76 Grace Bible OT 72
62 Great Lakes Bible 74
80 GRSBM 37
60 Lincoln Christian 61
'C4 Moody 56
78 Kentucky Christian 70
68 Great Lakes Bible 61
64 Johnson Bible OT 67
39 Northwest Assemblies 70
We experienced special highlights ...
— winning Mideast regionals, winning against
two teams which had defeated us in regular
season -'^
traveling to Nationals and having the op-
portunity to play in Tennessee.
Wh4f a season! The Lord blessed and we are very
thankful to Him and to all of you.






































UPPER LEFT: Ray Hylton adds another point to the Falcons'
score board. UPPER RIGHT: Greg Rahrer, Shawn Fingerle, Don
Bettinger, Bob Herman, Ray Hylton, Mel Zumbrun, Don Varda-
man, Paul Baker. MIDDLE LEFT: The wings bring the ball down
for the play. MIDDLE RIGHT: The players help celebrate Coach
Morley's 200th win. BOTTOM: Coach plans mid-game strategy.
ANTICIPATION: Yes, we could field a competi-
tive team! A third place finish at the Tip-Off Tour-
nament and the Championship of our own Falcon
Turkey Tournament gave hope of a good season.
SUSPENSION: 'Tor he knows how we are formed,
he remembers that we are dust." (Ps. 103:14) We all
were reminded anew that we have clay feet. We also
learned that our actions have an impact on other
people. We all will be better for the hard lessons we
learned this year.
DEPRECIATION: Two starters transfer out at the
end of the first semester, one player is declared
ineligible, and one player leaves the team. We are
down to six players when we return from Christ-
mas vacation.
INVITATION: Shawn Fingerle and Don Varda-
man are invited to "step into the gap. " Without
their selfless efforts we couldn't have gotten the job
done.
COMMENDATION: The team loses to Cincinnati
Bible College in the championship game of the
Midwest Regionals and finishes 15-9, the best fin-
ish since 1976. Ray Hylton is chosen All District,
and becomes FWBC's third NCCAA All-American
basketball player when in March he is named to
the team.
EXALTATION: "Great is the Lord and most wor-
thy of praise . . . (Ps. 145:3) We praise you. Lord, for
everything you allowed us to experience as indivi-


























Philadelphia Bible College (Tip-Off T.)
Cincinnati Bible College (Tip-Off T.)
Washington Bible College (Tip-Off T.
Kentucky Christian College (Turkey T
Calvary Bible College (Turkey T.)






Kentucky Christian (forfeited to FWBC)
Cincinnati Bible College
Concordia Lutheran College OT
Circlcville Bible College






(NCCAA Midwest Regional Semi-Finals)
Cincinnati Bible College
(NCCAA Midwest Regional Final)

















UPPER LEFT: Ray Hyl-
ton on the line. UPPER
RIGHT: Bob Herman




man, Jim Beard, Scott
Pattison, Darwin Dun-













Second Year Award — Monogram
Shirley Freeman
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL AWARDS
First Year Awards — Certificate
Mary Brandenberger — Manager










Fourth Year Award — Plaque
Lori Wilka
Special Awards — Certificate
Leading Rebounder: Lori Hebert
Scoring Leader: Lori Hebert
Assist Leader: Betty Rychener
Mental Attitude Award: Cindy Yeagley
Most Improved Player: Cindy Yeagley
Most Valuable Player: Betty Rychener
MEN'S BASKETBALL AWARDS
First Year Awards — Certificate
William Gonzalez — Manager





Second Year Award — Monogram
Paul Baker




Special Awards — Certificate
Field Goal % Leader: Ray Hylton
Rebound Leader: Ray Hylton
Scoring Leader: Ray Hylton
Assist Leader: Paul Baker
Most Improved Player: Mel Zumbrun
Most Valuable Player: Ray Hylton
Honorary Captain: Don Bettinger
Sportsmanship — Hustle Award:




















TOP — LEFT: Ted Wilson and Prof. Dana Collins
work on perfecting the Pops N' Pizza program
TOP — MIDDLE: Prof. Collins conducts the B.C.
Band during the City Band Festival in the Perform-
ing Arts Center. ABOVE: Ted Wilson, James
Beard, Dan Herr and Jay Wenger sound praise.
CENTER: Rolin Mains, the featured soloist, plays
George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue. RIGHT:
Dennis Miller rises in appreciation for the trom-




MIDDLE; Pam Barcalow, Jeanine Klay, Joyce Klay, Tom Lich-
enberger, Christine Fox and Dr. Gerig play Gustav Holt's "Cha-
:onne." BOTTOM: Mona Schoff, Pam Fisher, and Jamie Doug-
as practice for the Pops N' Pizza concert in the comfort of their
B.C. attire.
"In less than two years the band has
grown from 20 to 50 people." Those are
the words of joyful and enthusiastic
Prof. Dana Collins. Since Prof. Collins
started as Music Director in September
of 1981 the band has also broadened con-
tent and productions. Two special addi-
tions to their schedule were their partici-
pation in the All-City Band Festival in
which F.W.B.C. joined Indiana-Purdue
University of Fort Wayne in the Per-
forming Arts Center, and their off-cam-
pus Pops N' Pizza concert held at the
Trinity United Methodist Church. With
an itinerary of about 20 concerts and re-
hearsals the members of this year's band
found themselves quite active and
pleased with their objectives of minister-
ing for the Lord through the medium of
music. When asked her opinion, band
member Kim Brown summarized it quite








April 5 Lakeview Missionary Church, Zion, lUinois
April 6 Wheaton Christian Grammar and High School, Wheaton
Cedar Road Missionary Church, Osceola, Indiana
April 7 Westville Correctional Center, Westville, Indiana
April 8 Berea Missionary Church, Shipshewana, Indiana




CHORALE SPRING CONCERT TOUR
March 7 National Association of Evangelical Conv., Columbus, OH
March 10 Rotunda West Community Church, Rotunda West, FL
March 11 First Missionary Church, St. Petersburg, FL
Faith Missionary Church, St. Petersburg, FL
March 12 Avon Park Missionary Church, Avon Park, FL
March 13 Auburndale Missionary Church, Auburndale, FL
March 14 First Alliance Church, Lakeland, FL
March 15 Southside Baptist Church, Griffin, GA
March 16 Community Missionary Church, Wilmore, KY
March 17 Calvary Church of Hamilton, Hamilton, OH
March 18 Faith Missionary Church, Dayton, OH






Pat Black Jennie Boehm
Chris Fox Beth Herring





All of us who live and study here touch the larger community in
many ways, such as in our work and Christian service. But during
this year there were some special ways we were made aware of the
larger sphere. The WBCL Sharathon days brought visits and pledges
from over 45CX) listeners in the Tri-state area. Then a few weeks later,
January 17, the visit of the Bloodmobile made us conscious of other
people's needs, and one-hundred units of blood were given that
afternoon! In March, after nearly two years of marching and our
own Jim Schweickart's work on the Executive Board of Citizens For
Decency Through Law, three adult bookstore-theatre operations
were closed. On the evening of March 29 many of us participated in








opens mailed-in pledges LEFT:
Jim Schweickart reads the
names of those who have
pledged, as guest anchor
Wayne Pederson and our own










Photos by E. Conr,
TOP: Mike Cadrette exercises mind over (under?) matter as
the moment of sacrifice arrives. ABOVE: Nurse Rita Whaley,^
checks to see if Bobby Vale has any pulse. LEFT: The picture
is a reminder that some students and staff and faculty took



















ABOVE; Tim Atwood, Phil Sutherlands, Wes
Wiederkehr pose for the ping pong contest win-
ners' photo. ABOVE RIGHT: Jay Miller holds
the pool contest victor's stick. RIGHT: Charles
Blair and Steve Gagnon figure their strategies.
BELOW: Skates Alive! BELOW RIGHT: Vicki
Spong puts it to them. BOTTOM LEFT: Jim
Dunlap, Scott Davis, and Greg Schultz take
time out for a smile and a wave during the
Spring Bowlathon. BOTTOM RIGHT: Bill Rit-
ter makes his attempt at a strike.
This year's Student Government
members found their job a challenge
to find new and exciting events with
which to entertain and raise money.
Bowlathon '84 was the biggest chal-





by Sharon Mejeur by Gregory Sowles
TOP: Trudy Holloway,
Steve Stuart, Sari Pafford,
Sharon Mejeur, Dawn
Stine and Lee A. Under-
wood serve up a catered
meal of country style coo-
kin'. MIDDLE: Cosby
Poindexter, Lisa Hamm,
Dawn Stine, Dean Van-
horn, Greg Sowles, Trudy
Holloway and Lee A. Un-
derwood hoist their Bun-
ny' awards — everyone has
a specialty! LEFT: Apple
pie .a nice way to finish
off a meal and a year. BOT-
TOM: Lee A. Underwood
and Greg Sowles enjoy a







Much of B.C. life is found in dorm
events. The student and resident advi-
sors of each dorm are always creative in
planning special events with the student
body in mind. The third annual Schultz
Putt-Putt was a blast of a good time. A
254: donation went to the Student Mis-
sionary Fellowship for each round of
golf played. The Lexington Carnival of-
fered a fun and exciting evening with the
chance to throw a pie at a professor.
Bethany's Coffee House ministered to
the needs of the more serious side of life.
The year is full of activities and events
but those which are closer to the home
and the heart are those which happen in
the dorm.
by E. Conrad
TOP: Dave McDeavitt carefully puts it home.
MIDDLE: Bagels or nachos? BOTTOM: Roger





tries the pool approach.
MIDDLE: Brian Alli-
son is eager to hit his
target. BOTTOM: Ka-





TOP LEFT: Denny Williams, Dean of
Students. TOP RIGHT: Dave Bingham,
Resident Director in Schultz Hall. MID
LEFT: Joy Pugsley, Resident Director in
Bethany. BOTTOM LEFT: Sharon Me-
jeur. Assistant Dean of Students. BOT-













































TOP LEFT: Deb, Joan, An-
gie and Beth having a good
time. TOP RIGHT: What a
big tongue you have,
Shawn! MID TOP: Well,
maybe, thinks Cathy as
Cindy explains. MID
BOTTOM: Lorie gets the
van keys to take her wing
out. MID RIGHT: Do I
have enough copies? won-
ders Lyn. LEFT: Bob won-
ders if everyone will show
up on time for the SA
meeting. BOTTOM MID-
DLE: Jane poses with Joy,
her meany RD. BOTTOM
RIGHT: "The answer has
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photo by K. Schwartz
photo by T. Logan photo by T. Logan
TOP: Janna Schlatter and Mike Badgerow; Trent Saylor as Lil' Abner; Charles Mackey and
Maria Vassell. MIDDLE: Dwayne Beggs and Sue Larson as Tarzan and Jane; Dave Oyer and
Deb Burkholder as babies; Shawn Fingerle and friend as Bonnie and Clyde. BOTTOM:
Saddington children, Jennifer and Jessica, as Mother Goose and listener; Dawn Stine and









photo by Darryl Brown photo by Patila Wehner
photo by Darryl Brown
The pictures above show seniors in a relaxed mood
at Camp Adventure. Sixteen seniors managed a get-
away for eating, sleeping, playing games, and enjoying
each other's company.
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LEFT: Dick Baxter, Assistant Director, Joy Gerig,
Director








The Christian Service Department provides FWBC
students with opportunities to put into practice whal
they learn in the community. These experiences aid
students in developing their skills and abilities as fur-
ther preparation for ministry. During the 1983-8'^
school year the C.S. Department supervised 289 stu-
dents in 194 cooperating churches and organizations.
These churches and organizations represent 24 differ-
ent denominations. In addition, C.S. scheduled the
music group, TRIUMPH!, and the drama troupe, HIS
Company. These groups traveled over 7,000 miles and
ministered in 94 services.
Gary Burdick with his Junior High students from Gospel Temple.
68 -'"ij*
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LEFT: Cindy Sauder, Lori Hebert, and
Sarita Rubrake teaching English and
helping Refugees
MIDDLE LEFT: Sharon Gerig teach-
ing Beginner Sunday School at First
Missionary Church.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Dave McDeavitt
visiting Mrs. S.A. Witmer at Indian
Village Health Center.
LOWER LEFT: Nancy Anderson tu-
toring at Blacklake Lodge.
LOWER RIGHT: Randy Nigh of Ur-
ban Youth Ventures leads a group of
inner-city kids.
photo by Paula Wehner
HTS
COMPANY
In a March chapel, HIS Company per-
formed "Who's to Blame?" by Jean Spring-
er. In the picture to the right, the Apostle
Paul (Al Peck) is dictating the Philippian
letter to Timothy (Al Rassi). He is asking
that two of his fellow laborers in the gospel
"be of the same mind in the Lord." Syn-
tyche (Ann Harris) is shown in the midst of
a quarrel with Euodias (Michele Stoddard).
Between them sits Lydia (Joyce Klay) who
sings about brethren dwelling in peace.
ABOVE: Angle Stroup, stu-
dent director of this year's
troupe. RIGHT: Maria Vassell
plays the part of the slave girl
attempting to ensnare "silly
women." BOTTOM: Joyce
Klay, Maria Vassell, Michele
Stoddard, Al Peck, Allen
Rassi, and Bill Ritter.












In a February chapel Triumph gave us a sam-
ple of what they have been presenting all year —
a dramatic updated musical version of the Phari-
see and the publican. Ted Wilson in the picture
above sings, "Now there's a man that I'd really
like for you to know. His name is Mr. Simon."
Simon (Terry Sordelet) lifts up his eyes to heaven
and sings, "Lord I am really glad to be in your
royal lineage. " At the far left the modern publi-
can-type person (Russell liada) delivers his great
one liner, "I am no longer a bum!" In the middle
picture, Jenny Boehm, student director, sings
"Because of whose I am."
LEFT: Jenny Boehm, Sandy
Carpenter, Laura Stover. BOT-
TOM LEFT: Terry Sordelet,





TOP: Students study display
at the Outreach Conference
which focused on forgotten
peoples. RIGHT: Exchange
students Maria Vassel from
Jamaica Theological Seminary
and James Gehman who left in
October for a year at J.T.S.
SMF brought an aware-
ness of missions in the
world through its chapel
programs. The first chapel
brought Dr. Zenas Gerig
who spoke of the vision for
the Carribean Graduate
School of Theology.
One of the projects of
SMF was to encourage the
dorms to adopt a mission-
ary to correspond with.
Bethany had Rich and Barb
Black in France; Schultz
and the houses, Howard
Moser, Equador; Lexing-
ton, Nysa Costa, West Af-
rica. The annual penny/
nickel offering was collect-
ed in the dorms and went
to these missionaries.
The suppertime prayer
fellowships were well at-
tended with a different





Dave Mc Deavitt, Secretary
Al Peck, Prayer Chairman
Ian Yorston, Treas. 1st sem.
Nancy Ford, Treas. 2nd sem.
Laurel Schafer, Publicity
D. Cartmel and B. Gerig,
Advisors





TOP LEFT: An SMF farewell
for Professor Cartmel, SMF
co-advisor and chairman for
the Missions Department.
TOP RIGHT: Donovan Coley,
83-84 president of SMF. MID-
LEFT: Gathering for mid-
morning break at the Saturday
session of Outreach. MID-
RIGHT: Rev. Billy Simbo, na-
tive of Sierra Leone, currently
pursuing doctoral studies at
Westminster Theological
Seminary, was one of the ple-
nary speakers for Outreach.
BOTTOM: Students looking
toward overseas ministry for
the summer.
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SAGA CIRCUS BRINGS . .
UPPER LEFT: Sam, alias Mark Church,
uses his creativity to work on a balloon
animal. UPPER RIGHT: Kim, Dawn and
Kimm attempt to make their own ani-
mal. MIDDLE: The "Zambini Brothers"
perform one of their death defying de-
feats? LOWER LEFT: Jean and Sharon
enjoy circus delicacies like pizza and
caramel apples. LOWER RIGHT: The
crowd enthusiastically and hungrily
watch the show.
All photos by E. Conrad
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SMILES TO FWBC
All photos by E. Conrad
UPPER LEFT: Scott and Jane pose with
the circus door prize winner Dan Herr.
UPPER RIGHT; Mike Badgerow, the
fearless ringmaster. MIDDLE: Sandy,
the master mind of the Circus. LOWER
RIGHT: Sharon and Mary enjoy the Cir-
cus. LOWER LEFT: Eddie Reynolds
leads the crowd in seeking the bear as
they join the Bear Hunt.
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SAGA BRINGS VARIETY
photo by Greg bowles
UPPER LEFT: Kim Davis cheerFully puts the cheese on the pizza for
Pops-n-Pizza. UPPER RIGHT: Paulette Miller fii\ally gets the fresh
fruit bar she asked for. MIDDLE: LEFT: Coach Morley says "Finger
Lickin' Good" about his Picnic lunch. MIDDLE RIGHT: Ed Weske
takes a break under the umbrella at the Picnic. LOWER LEFT: Ian and
Dawne work together on fixing a meal. LOWER RIGHT: Ira Gerig
prepares a Caesar salad for Jon Burkey.
photo by Nancy Ford
DESIGN
photo by E. Conrad
photo by E. Conrad
photo by E. Conrad
The second annual "His Design"
enrichment seminar for the women of
BC and guests took place Saturday
March 3. Rachael Crabb, the featured
speaker, addressed the topic of "What
controls us, what should control us,
and how do we make the switch."
Three workshops were also offered as
part of the morning program: "The
Picture of Health," "Relationships,
Commitment and Me," and "Making
the Most of My Time."
The seminar was sponsored by Stu-
dent Development.
TOP: The morning meeting breaks in Lexington
Lounge. MID-LEFT: R.D.'s Barb Boyer and Joy
Pugsley make some on-the-spot decisions. Deb
Burkholder, Mona Schoff, and Marcia Ream enjoy
the noon luncheon. BOTTOM: Tary Middleton






ABOVE: Modeling beautiful gowns are Vicki Miller, Sandy Rhonemus, Cindy Sordelet, Joan Ronde,
Elaine Long, Karen Ummel, Linda Peterson, Diane Gruber, Sharon Kalt, Peggy Vincent, Janna Schlatter.
ABOVE: Sandy Carpenter plays wedding music.
LEiFT: Poly Spate escorted
by usher Scott Davis.
ABOVE: Vondra Eubanks.
cv •)r 78 photos by Nancy Ford
ABOVE: Vicki and Tony Miller.
If love is patient
and love is kind.
You are that
to me.
If love is never envious.
That's how you seem to be.
If love is never selfish
or demanding its own way.
Then you've exemplified this
in our walking day by day.
If love means being loyal
no matter what the cost.
You've spent a lot on me, dear
Considering not your loss.
All the human gifts of man
will come to end some day.
But love's endurance still
will stand.


















OVAL: Dennis and Monica Collins. ABOVE: Reg and Linda
Koopman.





TOP: Introduction of the
Steering Committee: who
is responsible for deciding
if Ida Grouchkowski (Ka-
ren McKenna) is able to






Becky "Arts" Sprow; Dana
"Batonman" Collins; Arlan
"The Greek" Birkey; Sonja,
"Mama Sonnie " Strahm; or
Jay 'Tlash" Lininger?
BOTTOM: The YC theme
song group: Ron Williams,
Pam Postel, Ed Weske,
Kathy Lindstrom, John
McMindes, Jane Yoder.




photo by Greg Sow
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YOUTH CONFERENCE THEME SONG
'Tree Indeed"
If you will stay in my Word
If you will act on what you've heard
If you will follow only Me
My true disciple you will be —
You will know the truth
You will know the truth
You will know the truth
And the truth will make you free
You will know the truth
You will know the truth
You will know the truth
And the truth will make you free — indeed!
— words and music by Pat Black
based on John 8:31, 32, 36
STEERING COMMITTEE
Dan Herr — Chairman
Cathy Smidtz — Program
Larry Ebersole — Publicity
Jay Lininger — Technical
Judy Cuckler — Secretary
Pat Black — Music
Becky Sprow — Art
Allen Rassi — Assistant Chr.
Paula Wehner — Treasurer
Sonja Strahm — Adviser
Arlan Birkey — Adviser
Dana Collins — Adviser
SUB-COMMITTEES
Registration — Jeff Gerig
Welcome — John Mabe
Bellhop/Host — Tim Taylor
Hostess — Jean Ayabe
Food — Tim Breniser
Counseling — Alan Steiner
Night Watch — D. Beggs, J. Wenger
Maintenance — Wes Wiederkehr
Prayer — Lori Hebert
Ushers — Nancy Hodges
Communications — Beth Lay
Comicality — Scott Liechty
Sat. Aft. — Janna Schlatter
7' •', .
TOP: The speaker, Jack
Vandiver, graciously an-
swered an SOS from YC
committee a day before
Youth Conference when
the scheduled speaker, Bill
Eakin of Campus Life,
could not come due to a
death in the family. Mr.
Vandiver was Cod's man
for the hour and was very




photo by Paula Wehner
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photo by Paula Wehner
photo by Kevin Schwartz
TOP LEFT: Karen McKenna, Cathy Smidtz and Sonja Strahm ask,
"Where's the beef?" TOP RIGHT; The men in little white coats come
for Mr. Rodgers (Dave Gruber). MIDDLE: Dave Gruber asks Mike
Badgerow to find the co-ordinates to sink that "Love Boat." BOTTOM
LEFT: The flustered opera singer (Mike Badgerow) has lost his place; the
cool accompianist (Rollie Mains) helps him find it. BOTTOM RIGHT:
The little people (Angie Widmark, Kim Davis, and Jana Schlatter)
perform.
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photo by Paula Wehner photo by Chris Brown
TOP: How does that exercise go again?
MIDDLE: Jay Wenger, defense lawyer
for Todd Schippers, argues for his parole
while guards Kevin Schwartz and Gina
Vincent stand by. BOTTOM LEFT: The
"Cons" try to whip up spirit for competi-
tion. BOTTOM RIGHT: A slow but





photo by D. Lamberl
TOP LEFT: "Hey, look at me! I'm the rainbow kid!" — JosepP
TOP MIDDLE: "He will carry you." — Ber\jamir\ TOI
RIGHT: "Everytime I'd look his way he'd say, Don't look a
me; I only work here.' " — Potiphar's wife LEFT MIDDLE
Joey's jealous brothers. RIGHT MIDDLE: "In moments lik(
these." — Joseph BOTTOM: Good news for Drinkworthy
Bad news for Doughboy.
photo by E. Conrad
GREAT EVENT!
Those who missed seeing this spring
production of the Department of Miisic
under the direction of Dr. Jay Platte real-
ly missed participating in a great event.
The audience did truly participate with
an inner "yes" to the truth of the words
and spirit of this very musical musical.
The unhesitating standing ovation testi-
fied to the audience's involvement.
Those who saw it on Thursday or Friday
came back for a second time or wished
they could.
The musical was written by Cam
Floria and based on the Genesis narra-
tive. Floria wrote original music but also
used songs by contemporary composers.
Somehow it all fit together and the old,
old story spoke loudly and clearly to this
generation: Trust God in the darkness
for what he promised in the light.
photo by E. Conrad
photo by Dan Lambert photo by Dan Lambert
TOP: "A new beginning." LEFT: "Like fa-
ther, Hke son." MIDDLE: The brothers in a
rehearsaL BOTTOM LEFT: Pharoah and an-
nouncer. BOTTOM RIGHT: The dance of
the slave girls.
LET THE POWER OF GOD
BECOME ALIVE IN YOU
ORCHESTRA





















Potiphar's Wife . . Juli Larnard
Soprano Soloist . . . Jennie Boehm
Baritone Soloists . Rich Andrews
Mark Brinkman
Drinkworthy .... .... Mike Badgerow




Slave Girls .Barb Arnold, Juli Larnard, 1
Angie Pridemore, Karen Ummel |
Judah . . . .Mark Brinkman






Levi . . . Ramon Desmond
Naphtali Larry KuUa
Reuben Dann Zehr


















Jim Beard — Freshman
Mark Condrey — Sophomore^








































TOP: Phil Kittle, senior class president, presides following a slide
presentation of candids of all the seniors. MID-LEFT: A drawing show-
ing the location of the landscaping presented as the class gift^o the
college. MID-RIGHT: Brad Byerly plays a rousing spiritual song. BOT-
TOM: Following the formation of the circle and the lighting of candles
from the central one representing Christ the Lord, a few hymns were
sung and the chapel ended with "God be with you till we meet again."
•i^I*^
BACCALAUREATE
This last worship service for seniors was held
Friday, May 4. Rev. David Biberstein's message was
entitled "Life After the Bridge." He asked seniors to
reflect on the pillars of Christian ministry, concepts
contained in the words integrity, infiltration, and
integration. The text was II Cor. 4:1-6.
H



















Graduation Day, Saturday May 12, dawned won-
derfully clear and sunny after a season of rain. The
weather matched our emotions for we now realized
we were out of the long tunnel.
Dr. Robert Cooley, Pres. of Gordon-Conwell The-
ological Seminary, addressed us on the subject
"Stumbling Blocks and Stepping Stones," using the
story of Joseph as his text.
After receiving our degrees (48 B.S. and B.A. and
11 A.A. degrees) we sang the Alma Mater and re-
cessed.
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"But how do you 'weed' a door?'
'I forgot the certificate, Sam."
fetv means no accidents! Remember?










The World Is Our Parish"
ASBURY THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Over 4,500 men and women have
prepared for Christian service at Asbury
Theological Seminary and are now
effectively serving in every part of our
world. Offering the Master of Divinity,
the Master of Arts in Religion, and the
Doctor of Ministry degrees, the Semi-
nary provides majors in Pastoral
Counseling, Theology, Biblical Litera-
ture, Philosophy of Religion, Evange-
lism and World Mission, Christian
Education, and Church Music.
Asbury Theological Seminary's new E.
Stanley Jones School of Evangelism and
World Mission, offering Master's and
Doctoral degrees, presents an innovative
and creative dimension to the fulfilling
of Christ's "Great Commission."
Committed to biblical authority, aca-
demic excellence, personal and social
wholeness, and spiritual formation,
Asbury can help you find and fulfill
your high calling in God's service.
Investigate how your potential can be












GROUPS BELOW: Lexington SA's: Sharon Ayabe, Lorie Sonnentag,
Kathy Witzig, Barbara Boyer (Resident Director), Joan
Ronde, Beth Lay.
TOP: Vine Staff: Marie Morris, Nancy Ford, Eunice Con-
rad (advisor), Greg Sowles, Ian Yorston. BOTTOM: Stu-
dent Government: Ed Weske, Mark Condrey, Cassie Sor-
enson, Roger Ringenberg (advisor), Dave Bingham (advi-
sor), Ted Rowe, Brian Allison. RIGHT: Junior Class Offi-
cers: John Mabe, Ken Hogg, Bill Gerig (advisor), Tim
Taylor, Diane Ridley.
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TOP LEFT: Youth Conference: Alan Rassie, Pat Black,
Kathy Smidtz, Larry Ebersole, Dana Collins (advisor), So-
nja Strahm (advisor), Paula Wehner, Jay Lininger, Becky
Sprow, Judy Cuckler, Dan Herr, Arlan Birkey (advisor).
TOP: Band Officers: Dana Collins (advisor), Kim Brown,
Terry Michael, Ted Wilson, Lori Wilka, William Gonza-
las. Married Student Fellowship: Gary Burdick, Dave Kalt,
John Taylor, Terry Fittro, Denny Williams (advisor).
BOTTOM: Student Missionary Fellowship Officers: Bill Gerig (advisor), Dave McDeavitt,
Al Peck, Ian Yorston, Laurel Schafer, Donovan Coley, Daryl Cartmel (advisor), Tim Hodge.
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Organizational Leadership
FRESHMAN CLASS SOPHOMORE CLASS
President: Mike Stahly President: Trent Sailor
Vice Pres: Jim Beard Vice Pres: Kevin Schwartz
Secretary: Joe Weiss Secretary: Sarah Badgerow
Treasurer: E. McCoriiiick Treasurer: Carolyn Bortz
Advisor: Grant Hoatson Advisor: Steve Morley
JUNIOR CLASS SENIOR CLASS
President: John Mabe President: Phil Kittle
Vice Pres: Diane Ridley Vice Pres: Shawn Fingerle
Secretary: Tim Taylor Secretary: M. Brandenberger
Treasurer: Ken Hogg Treasurer: Lewis Bennett




Mark Brinkman Sharon Ayabe
Darryl Brown Angie Binkley
Jon Burkey Beth Lay
Shawn Fingerle Cindy Nantz
Doug Fowler Joan Ronde
Bob Herman Janna Schlatter
Lyn Loewen Lorie Sonnentag
Mark Vincent Kathy Witzig
Jane Yoder
STUDENT GOVERNMENT YOUTH CONFERENCE
President: Ted Rowe Chairman: Dan Herr
Vice Pres: Mark Condrey Ass't Chair: Allen Rassi
Secretary: Cassi Sorenson Secretary: Judy Cuckler
Treasurer: Brian Allison Treasurer: Paula Wehner
P.R. Sec: Ed Weske Advisors: Sonja Strahm
At Large: Doug Fowler Arlan Birkey








Secretary: David McDeavitt President: John Taylor
Treasurer: Ian Yorston Vice Pres. Gary Burdick
Publicity: Laurel Schafer Sec./Pub.: Terry Fittro
Advisors: Daryl Cartmel Treasurer: David Kalt




President: Mark Gammon Vice Pres: Phil Hentz
Vice Pres: Kent Fahl Secretary: Jean Ayabe
Secretary: Hope High Treasurer: David Spence
Treasurer: Charles Blair Advisor: Ted Nickel
Advisor: Sharon Mejeur
YEARBOOK/VINE 1
Edi tor: Greg Sowles
Ass t Ed: Marie Morris
Sec./Treas: Nancy Ford |
Ad 5 Manager: Ian Yorston |









Vice Pres: W. Gonzalez
Secretary: Lori Wilka












Jane Yoder, Rusty Ruegg,
Sharon Gerig, Tim Hodge
SPECIAL EVENTS
COMMITTEE:
Cassie Sorenson, Rich Andrews,





Nancy Hodges, Jay Lininger
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GROUPS
MEN'S SOCCER WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL MEN'S BASKETBALL
Mike Badgerow Ruth Ferrier Paul Baker
Mark Brinkman Lori Hebert James Barnett
Darryl Brown Juli Larnard Don Bettinger
Jeff Burger Joan Ronde Vince Griffin
Joe Butora Betty Rychener Bob Herman
Mike Cadrette Shelly Pattei son Ricky Hester
Jose Castillo Pamela Postel Ray Hylton
Donovan Coley Cindy Sauder Greg Prince
Ramon Demond Janna Schlatter Greg Rahrer
Jim Dunlap Michelle Unruh Mel Zumbrun
Steve Gagnon Kay Studebaker
John Hughes
Ray Hylton
Tony Miller Women's Basketball
Kurt Schippers
Joe Updegrove Kelli Armstrong Cindy Yeagley
Don Vardaman Pam Evers Kathy Witzig
Mark Vincent Lori Wilka Kim Chupp
Graham West Karen Weiss Sarita Rubrake
Cindy Sauder Betty Rychener
Lori Hebert
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TOP: Sophomore Officers: Steve Morley (advisor), Kevin
Schwartz, Sarah Badgerow, Carolyn Bortz, Trent Sailor. MID-
DLE: Off-Campus Singles: Hope High, Sharon Mejeur (advi-
sor), Kent Fahl, Mark Gammon. BOTTOM: Freshman Offi-
cers: Jim Beard, Mike Stahly, Eileen McCormick, Joe Weiss,
Grant Hoatson (advisor).
TOP: Bethany SA's: Janna Schlatter, Jane Yoder, Cathy Smidtz, Joy Pugsley (resident
director), Angie Binkley, Cindy Nantz. BOTTOM: Alpha Kappa: Sharon Meek, Jeff
Gerig, Dennis Collins, Arlan Birkey (advisor).
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GROUPS
TOP: Men's SA's: Bob Herman, Mark Vincent, Kevin Abbott, Jon Burkey,
Mark Brinkman, Darryl Brown, Lyn Loewen, Doug Fowler, Dave Bingham
(resident director), Shawn Fingerle. LEFT: Senior Officers: Mary Branden-
berger. Sterling Demond (advisor), Phil Kittle, Shawn Fingerle, Lewis Bennett.




Right: TRIUMPH, with Jennie Boehm as
student director, practices for a weekend
trip. Pictured are Laura Stover, Sandy Car-
penter, Terry Sordelet, Ted Wilson, Jennie
Boehm, and Russell lida. (John McMindes,
not pictured) MIDDLE: HIS Company
pauses for a portrait before starting their
busy Sunday schedule. Pictured are Michele
Stoddard, Joyce Klay, Ann Harris, Al Peck,
Allen Rassi, William Ritter, Maria Vassell,
with Angie Stroup, student director, in the




LEFT: Lights, sound, furni-
ture, ushering, etc., are compe-
tently handled by Jay Lin-
inger's Stage Crew: Terry Mi-
chael, Dave Gruber, Doug
Fowler, Ken Hogg, Nancy
Hodges, Sarah Badgerow, and
Mark Brinkman (under the pi-
ano).
BELOW: The crew of the Hol-
low Snack Shop does a little
snacking (just for the picture):
Janna Schlatter, Rick Collins
(student manager). Tommy
Logan, Lyn Loewen, Kevin















































Bachelor of Music Ed.
Timothy P. Hodge
B.S. Biblical Studies



















RIGHT: David assists Jeanine in looking her best as Sa-
ga's number one cashier.
BELOW: John takes advantage of "down-time" to do re-
quired reading of the B.C. Update.
<l^ III:
RIGHT: Norm concentrates
on one of the more
important campus
activities





ABOVE: Dennis wonders why
his senior year cannot be as
simple as a carburator.
FAR LEFT: Darryl finds no
help from an underclassman
in doing Theo assignments.
LEFT: Doug concentrates on
some fancy coordination.












































A.A. Early Childhood Ed.
Kimberly A. Chupp










A.A. Early Childhood Ed.
Dawn Janys Stine









































A.A. Chr. Social Work
*Photo credits for color pages
Greg Sowles, Dann Herr, D. Postel, E. Conrad












































































































































































Jaydon Wenger ^^ROW 2: Ed Weske ^ ^
Wes Wiederkehr f-^
-


































































































































































































































DOUG BARCALOW, C.E., Assist. Prof.
RICHARD BAXTER, Gen Studies, Assist.
Prof.
DAVID BIBERSTEIN, P.M,., Assist. Prof.
CHAR BINKLEY, Assist. Mgr., WBCL
Radio
ARLAN BIRKEY, Bible, Assoc, Prof.
HARVEY BOSTROM, President
WAVA BUESCHLEN, Library Dir., Assist.
Prof.
DARYL CARTMEL, Missions, Assoc.
Prof.
EUNICE CONRAD, Gen Studies, Assoc,
Prof.
BARB COON, Registrar, Assist Prof.
CAROLE DEMOND, C.E. Instr.,
Bookstore Mgr.
STERLING DEMOND, C.E., Assoc. Prof.
RICHARD DUGAN, Academic Dean,
Assoc. Prof.
JOY GERIG, C.S. Director, Assoc. Prof.
WES GERIG, Bib Studies Chn^., Prof.
WILLIAM GERIG, Dir. of Corres., Assist.
Prof.
DORIS GRIMES, Assist Dir. Library,
Instru.
GRANT HOATSON, Dir. of Instr.
Services, Prof.
DON KLOPFENSTEIN, Corr Studies,
Assist. Prof.
JOAN MAYERS, Chr. Couns., Assoc.
Prof.
STEVE MORLEY, Phys Ed., Assist. Prof.
MERVILLE NICHOLLS, Bus., Assoc. Prof.
TED NICKEL, EI Ed, Prof.
JAY PLATTE, Music, Assoc. Prof.
ROGER RINGENBERG, Bible, Assist.
Prof.
DEB RUPP, Phys Ed. Assist. Prof.
JAMES SADDINGTON, PreSem Studies,
Assist. Prof.
RON SCHARFE, Bible, Assoc. Prof.
SONJA STRAHM, Gen Studies, Assoc.
Prof.
ALICE JOY WEDDLE, El Ed, Assoc. Prof.





WILLIAM DEANS, Chr. Soc
Work, Assoc Prof.




JUDY GREEN, Soc work,
Assist. Prof.
SHIRLEY PLATTE, Music Instr.






DAVID BINGHAM, Res. Dir., Schultz
MARSHA BUNKER, WBCL Office Mgr.
RUTH BURNS, Academic Dean Sec.
JANEL BOWMAN, Music Sec.
BARB BOYER, Res. Dir., Lexington
CONNIE CLAUSS, Assist Dir. Instr. Serv.
WARREN CRAWFIS, Phys Plant Assist.
BETH CURRY, Bus. Office Bookkeeper
SHERRI DAVIS, Admin. Dev./Pub. Rel.
HOWARD DUNLAP, Dir. Alumni/ Ch.
Rel.
RUTH DUNLAP, Sec. Alumni/ Ch. Rel.
CARRIE FERRIER, Student Dev. Sec.
MARJORIE FREDRICKS, Dev. Dept. Sec.
BETSY FRITCHA, Switchboard, Recpt.
DON HAMM, Student Pers. Dir.
ADA HAUSER, Housekeeping
MARJORIE HOLLOWAY, Comp/ Word
Proc.
SHERRY HUBBARD, Dir. Grants/
Research
NANCY HUFFMAN, Corres. Sec.
SHARON HULL, Corres. Fin. Sec.
VICKI JACOBS, Pres. Office Sec.
LOIS JOHNSON, Regist. Office Sec.
ROBERT JONES, Pub. Rel. Dir.
JOANNE KINGSBURY, Bus. Office
Cashier
LYNNE KOCH, Pub. Rel. Sec.
GARY LITWILLER, Fin. Aid Admin.
BETH LOUKS, Faculty Sec.
KAREN McKENNA, Admissions Couns.
LORRAINE MEEK, C.S. Sched. Sec.
SHERRILL MILES, Bus. Office Books
TWYLA NELSON, Enroll. Office Mgr.
CAROLE NEUENSCHWANDER, C.S.
Sec.
ROSE ANN NICKEL, IMC Coordinator
JYL NORR, WBCL Sec./Recpt.
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TERESA NUSSBAUM, Bus. Aff. Office,
Sec.
PAT PATTERSON, Bus, Aff. Office,
Admin.
JULIE PERL, Corres. Sec.
LINDA PETERSON, Admissions Word
Proc.
DON POSTEL, Bus. Aff. Office, Dir.
JOY PUGSLEY, Res. Dir. Bethany
EDISON REYNOLDS, Phys Plant Dir.
SANDY RHONEMUS, Food Serv. Dir.
PHIL RICHARD, WBCL News Dir.
CURT RICHARDS, Enroll. Dir.
LAVERA SAUDER, Mailing Dept.
KAY SCHLADENHAUFFEN, Print Shop
Super.
ARLENE SCHLATTER, Library Sec.
EVELYNE SCHMIDT, Bus. Office, Head
Bkkeeper
DEB SHAW, Music Instr.
RUTH SILVERS, Assist. Librarian
DEB STANLEY, Student Pers. Sec.
JOHN SULLIVAN, Phys Plant Handyman
JOE UPDEGROVE, Dev. Regional Dir.
KEITH VINCENT, Dev./Pub. Rel. V.Pres.
FRANK WATSON, Dev. Field Rep.
mK. fli
LORI WYATT, Bus. Office Bookkeeper
DEB ZURCHER, WBCL Spec. Events Dir.
NOT PICTURED:
JOHN BURKETT, Regional Dev. Dir.
JEFF CARLSON, WBCL Oper. Mgr.
IRENE COX, Saga Cook
CAROL DUGAN, Music Instr.
SANDY JEWELL, Music Instr.
SHARON KALT, Student Dev. Exec. Sec.
PEG LUNDY, Saga Cook
STEVE MANNING, WBCL
JAMES OSTROGNAI, Bus. Instr.
VERA REPP, Bus. Office Clerk,
JIM SCHWEICKART, WBCL Mgr.
JON SKILLMAN, WBCL Prog. Dir.
CINDY SORDELET, Saga Cook
JANE SULLIVAN, Saga Cook
DENNY WILLIAMS, Dean of Students



























































photo by Sarita Rubrake
Each year wings on campus are
grouped into brother/sister wings.
They have fun times and serious times
when they grow close to each other
and to the Lord. Memories created
during these times together are trea-















































FIRST ROW: Dave Oyer, Sarita Rubrake, SECOND ROW: Shawn Fingerle, Cindy Yeagley,
Jeanine Klay, Brad Byerly, Kim Updegrove, Mel Zumbrun, Sandy Smith, THIRD ROW:
Greg Shultz, John Richardson, Randy Bishop, Lewis Bennet, Dave Rollins, John Klay,
FOURTH ROW: Kathy Witzig, Sandy Carpenter, Steve Stuart, Tim Himebaugh, Dave
McDeavitt, Donna Rediger
FIRST ROW: Colin Rajaonarivony, Tim Taylor, Lyn Loewen, Lorie Sonnentag, Tony Trejo,
SECOND ROW: Kim Brown, Sue Larson, Ann Harris, Kay Studebaker, Shirley Freeman,
Bob Krafft, Mona Schoff, Marcia Ream, Marie Morris, THIRD ROW: Vicki Wiens, Jim
Dunlap, Marianne Carpenter, Ken Hogg, Diane Ridley, Rick Collins, Dave Byall
LORIE SONNENTAG
CATHY SMIDTZ
FIRST ROW: Ron Williams, Judy Cuckler, Gayle Weber, Joy Nishihira, SECOND ROW: Bob Batson,
Dave Burkey, Al Peck, Vondra Eubanks, Carolyn Bortz, Cathy Smidtz, Mark Vincent, THIRD ROW:












FIRST ROW: Ruth Ferrier, Jim Beard, Shelly Patterson, Jim McHugh, Juli Larnard, Becky Sprow,
Larry KuUa, SECOND ROW: Tim Pickard, Mike Stahly, Janet Florence, Marc Siler, Barb Arnold, Bob
Yap, Peter Burkey, Nancy Hodges, Darryl Brow/n





































FIRST ROW: Betty Rychener, Kelli Armstrong, Sharon Meek, Jennifer Lindsey, Lori
Hebert, Laura Stover, Bob Riedhart, SECOND ROW: Kim Chupp, Dan Larson, Cindy
Nantz, Cindy Sauder, Lisa Frauhiger, Randy McCafferty, Dave Williams, THIRD ROW:
Ion Burkey, Jennie Boehm, John McMindes, Dennis Miller, Jay Wenger, Darwin Dun-
ten, Joe Weiss, Steve Gagnon, Doug Peterson.
FIRST ROW: Doug Fowler, Kurt Waugh, Sharon Gerig, Vicki Spong, Pam Fisher,
SECOND ROW: Laura Miller, Brian Allison, Mary Cook, Scott Davis, Deb Burkholder,
Kirk Hoatson, THIRD ROW: Wes Wiederkehr, Paulette Miller, Mark Condrey, Janet














FIRST ROW: Ken Sistrunk, Ann Klunzinger, SECOND ROW: Larry Ebersole, Maria Vassell,
THIRD ROW: Grace Beckwith, Dwayne Beggs, FOURTH ROW: Mark Scheldt, Kelli Martin,
Michelle Bailey, Tod Shupperd, FIFTH ROW: John Mabe, Shareen Kistler, Ricky Hester, Laura
Gates, SIXTH ROW: Suzanne Darrah, Rusty Ruegg, Ed Weske, Beth Lay, Kathy Lindstrom,
Kevin Abbott, Nancy Anderson
FIRST ROW: Terry Michaels, Bryan Carpenter, Kevin Schwartz, Burton Trott, Russ lida, Dave
Frances, Charles Mackey, Joe Butora, Dave Fansler, Ed Neuenschwander, Chuck Rodgers, Mark
Brinkman, Dennis Kane, Bill Ritter, Phil Sutherland SECOND ROW: Ruthanne Lay, Karen
Weiss, Shawna Wheeler, Gayle Nolte, Lolly Schafer, Becky Pattison, Sarah Badgerow, Kim
Steiner, Janna Schlatter, Pam Cook, Susan Ball

















CLOSING WORDS . . .
Closing words are neither easy nor settling. A year has passed and with it there
have been trials and special events. The people portrayed within these covers are a
part of a unique and gifted family. God's grace has shone upon us and we are
expanded.
My thanks goes to the following individuals for their contribution in making
this record the piece of creativity it is: To Dr. Alice Joy VVeddle for her advisory
position which made the final draft final. To Miss Eunice Conrad for her advisory
position which kept me on track and for her immense contribution of energy and
creativity. To Tina Throesch who hung in with us even after leaving at the end of
the first semester. To Nancy Ford, Tommy Logan, Steve Gagnon, Dan Lambert,
Jane Yoder, Paula Wehner, and Sarita Rubrake for their outstanding efforts in the
varied jobs of the photographic, printing, and layout processes. Without them this
book could not be.
Working with each of you has made me grow in great ways. To all, again I say
thank you.
In His spirit.
Gregory Sowles
Editor




